Reaction-Mediated Desorption of Macromolecules: Novel Phenomenon Enabling Simultaneous Reaction and Separation.
Combining chemical reaction with separation offers several advantages. In this work possibility to induce spontaneous desorption of adsorbed macromolecules, once being PEGylated, through adjustment of the reagent composition is investigated. Bovine serum albumin (BSA) and activated oligonucleotide, 9T, are used as the test molecules and 20 kDa linear activated PEG is used for their PEGylation. BSA solid-phase PEGylation is performed on Q Sepharose HP. Distribution coefficient of BSA and PEG-BSA as a function of NaCl is determined using linear gradient elution (LGE) experiments and Yamamoto model. According to the distribution coefficient the selectivity between BSA and PEG - BSA of around 15 is adjusted by using NaCl. Spontaneous desorption of PEG - BSA is detected with no presence of BSA. However, due to a rather low selectivity, also desorption of BSA occurred at high elution volume. A similar procedure is applied for activated 9T oligonucleotide, this time using monolithic CIM QA disk monolithic column for adsorption. Selectivity of over 2000 is obtained by proper adjustment of PEG reagent composition. High selectivity enables spontaneous desorption of PEG-9T without any desorption of activated 9T. Both experiments demonstrates that reaction-mediated desorption of macromolecules is possible when the reaction conditions are properly tuned.